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Studying the dissociation of Amyloid Forming region in Yeast adhesin Rajat Kumar Pal Spring 2015



1. Introduction: Candida albicans is a commensal microorganism and also a member of normal human microbiome. However, under certain circumstances, it infects the host causing infections leading to the family of diseases called Candidiasis. The infection can be superficial or life-threatening systemic infections with approximate of 40% mortality rate in immuno-compromised patients. A large number of hospital infections are associated with this organism, and most importantly there are reported cases of C.albicans biofilm on the surgical instruments. It has been observed in previous studies that a number of factors contribute to pathogenicity in this organism. Among all, the most widely studied mechanism is the adhesion property of C.albicans to the epithelial surfaces for colonization and pathogenesis (1). This property is partly due to a group of cell-surface glycoproteins called adhesins. A total of eight adhesins are encoded by the ALS (Agglutinin-likesequence) gene family which are Als1-Als7 and Als9 (2).



Deletion of the ALS3 gene abrogates the adhesive function in these organisms (2). Mutation in the AFR region destroyed the amyloidogenic potential (2). All these previous finding suggests that Als3 with an intact AFR significantly contributes to the aggregation. So far, biophysical studies involving Single-Cell Force Spectroscopy (SCFS) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) have determined the adhesive forces between interacting fungal cells (3) but the mechanism of amyloid formation by the AFR is still unclear.



In this project, we are interested in studying the free energy of dissociation of the AFR from the body of the adhesin which is believed to be the first step in amyloid formation. We are also interested in the evolution of secondary structure during this dissociation process. The crystal structure of Als3 is chosen for this study as previous reports showed that deletion of this gene resulted in a larger decrease in C.albicans Previous studies indicated that these adhesins not adhesion than any other in the family. only take part in host-tissue adherence but also play a key role in strong cohesive cell-cell adhesion leading to biofilm formation (3). All the 2. Methods: ALS family proteins have a threonine rich region followed by a heptapeptide sequence at the C- 1) Preparation of the protein structure: terminus. The beta-aggregation predictor, TANGO, identified these heptapeptide sequences The crystal structure of NT-Als3 with intact as potential amyloid forming region or AFR (4). AFR( The N-terminal region of the Als3 protein)



is obtained (PDB ID – 4LEE). The Maestro molecular modelling environment (www.schrodinger.com) was used to prepare the protein structure. Any remaining water molecules were deleted and hydrogen atoms were added. Six of the missing side chains were also added manually. After pre-processing, the boundary conditons for explicit solvation were defined. The size of the solvation buffer set to 10 Å. The SPC water model was used with the OPLS force field version 2005(6). The explicit solvation setup was conducted using the Desmond program (D.E. Shaw Research). The resulting system was relaxed by performing a Molecular Dynamics simulation on Desmond for 2 ns at 300K and 1.01 pressure in the NPT ensemble. The resulting relaxed system was used for further analysis. 2) Metadynamics: Metadynamics is a tool that allows to reconstruct the free-energy surface as a function of selected degrees of freedom of the system known as collective variables or CV. It accelerates the sampling process by introducing a history dependent bias potential. The potential is progressively built-up as a sum of Gaussians along the trajectory as a function of CV. As a result of the bias, the system is hindered to visit the conformations that were already previously sampled. Conversely, the bias forces the system to sample rare events by pushing the system away from the local free-energy minima. The collective variables can be distance measures, bond angles or dihedral angles. For this project, the CV s were set as the distance between atoms. The bias-potential were added to the system as described previously. (5) A wall is specified for each collective variable which prevent the metadynamics calculation from driving the coordinates beyond reasonable limits.



fixed and placed in a direct orientation in the explicit solvation model(Table1). The introduction of this collective variable allows the system to push away from its local minima by introducing a pulling biasing force towards the water molecule. To make sure that the non-interacting regions does not get disrupted by this bias, two additional precautions were considered: 1) A second collective variable, CV1 was applied between Ile310 and Ala107 of the beta sheet that stabilizes the AFR by hydrogen bonding, and 2) selected atoms from the backbone (Cα) of the non interacting region were positionally restricted in space along with the water molecule that is selected for CV2. The initial values of CV1 and CV2 were measured as 6.24 and 31.24 Å respectively(Table2).



The main aim to, start with the crystal structure of Als3, is to explore the free energy of the system and monitor any structural changes that occur at the amyloid forming region of the protein. For achieving this, two distances CV1 and CV2 were The height of the Gaussian for the metadynamics considered. CV2 is the distance between the Ca of method was set at 0.03 kcal/mol and added at 0.09 ps intervals. The width was set 0.05 Å with a wall Ile310 of the AFR and one of the water molecule



at 60 Å. A metadynamics simulation was run on the structure for 150 ns at 300 K in the NPT ensemble. Trajectory frames were recorded every 40 ps. The free energy distribution were converted to probability using the expression: P( x , y )=e−F (x , y)/ k T B



where x and y are the variables CV1 and CV2 respectively, F is the free energy sampled for each corresponding CV1-CV2 pair, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the system during the simulation.



The normalized probabilities were calculated by: e−F (x , y)/ k T ρ(x , y )= −F (x , y)/ k T dx dy ∫e B



B



To get information about the free energy distribution for each measurements of CV1 during the simulation, the marginal for all measured CV1 was calculated as ρ(x)=∫ ρ(x , y )dy



3. Results: The free-energy landscape was obtained from the simulation for each CV1-CV2 pair distances. The simulation sampled free energies for one CV1 with respect to a set of CV2 measurements i.e. the



distance between the water molecule and the Ile310 of the AFR. The distances measured for CV2 ranges from 9.3 to 39.7 Å . The marginal probability distribution showed that the structures which has the greatest probabilities (up to around 0.4 probability) lies within the CV1 values between 3.8 and 7.6 Å. The structures represented with these ranges of CV1 values have the AFR associated with the beta sheet of the protein through hydrogen bonding interactions. The plot for the potential of mean force (PMF) also showed these structures to have low free energy minima (5 to -8 kcal/mol) (Fig.2). As CV1 wasw increased with the introduction of bias potential, the probability of the structures sampled at CV1 distances from 8 to 19 Å ranges between 0.0044 and 0.0001. At much greater distances sampled up to 25 Å , probabilities are near to zero suggesting that these structures are unlikely to be found at normal conditions as revealed from the marginal distribution of CV1 (Fig.3). The trajectory analysis of all of these structures showed the disruption of the first 4 hydrogen bonds stabilizing the AFR with the adjacent betasheet resulting in the open conformation. From the trajectory analysis, it was observed that not all structures attained a fully extended conformation and some have a propensity to re-associate with



other regions of the protein (Fig.4). The free energy contributed by those structures were excluded from the final free energy calculation as though these structures have high free energy and are unlikely to be found, they does not contribute to the formation of open and extended AFR that is required for the interaction with other Als molecules. These observations narrowed down the range of the potential of mean force (PMF) or the free-energy surface (FES) about what structures are considered to be dissociated in the trajectory. From the trajectory (Fig.5) and secondary structure analysis (Fig.4), the following parameters were considered for finding the extended conformation: structures in the trajectory with CV1> 16 Å and CV2< 15 Å. The normalized probabilities of all these structures were added to get a total probability of the structures which has extended conformation. For calculating probabilities of the native or associated (bound) conformation, normalized probabilities of structures with 6.24


open and 3) fully extended conformation are given in Fig.4.



4. Discussion: The result of the Metadynamics simulation produced a potential of mean force (PMF) or the free-energy surface (FES) from where the the free energy difference between extended vs. bound conformational states were calculated. The total free energy of all structures considered as extended was calculated to about about 4.43 kcal/mol and that of the native or bound conformation as 0.314 kcal/mol. Dissociated conformations were observed starting around 30 ns in the trajectory and fully extended conformation observed around 50 ns.



From the trajectory analysis and the free energy surface plot, it was observed that the distance between the Cα atomsfrom the AFR region and the water molecule never reached the 60 Å boundary of the wall specified at the start of the experiment. This may happen due to the positional restriction P Δ F=−k B ln extended of the water molecule in space and also the counter Pbound force exerted on the AFR region by the distance The free energy difference calculated was around (CV1) between the Ile 310 of the AFR and the 4.14 kcal/mol. Three representative structures selected Ala 107 residue from the adjacent chain from the trajectory showing 1) native or bound, 2) which stabilizes the amyloid forming sequence.



the AFR region will provide more information on the effects of the force applied through metadynamics and comparing it with the experimental data can be a basis of validation of the Metadynamics analysis.



5. References:



The present study gives an idea of the physical force that is required for the AFR region to lose hydrogen bonding interaction with its adjacent beta-sheet and present an open conformation to interact with other AFR regions. But throughout the simulation, we have not seen disruption of all the non-covalent interaction stabilizing the AFR.
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As the simulation was carried on for 150 ns, increasing the duration of the simulation time may help us sample more structures that achieved a total loss of the non-covalent interactions with the rest of the protein. But likelihood of getting such conformation at normal condition in an yeast cell is near to zero in absence of any physical force. From our calculation, the energy required for the AFR region to be in a open and extended conformation is somewhat higher than the thermal energy and is not easily achievable unless an external force drives the thermodynamics of the system. Further experiments on the AFR using different values of the collective variables, studying the deviation in secondary structure dynamics in other parts of the protein as well as
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